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Pruitt submitted his resignation on July 5, President Donald Trump tweeted. A steady stream of negative
headlines involving Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Scott Pruitt in recent weeks and months
had official Washington wondering how long the embattled agency head would hold on to his job. Pruitt came
to Washington already a controversial figure, and since taking the helm of an agency he once battled, he has
faced a series of inquiries and bruising accounts of his conduct in office and use of official resources. But all
the while, he has been caught up in a series of unfolding controversies over everything from first-class travel
to security expenses and a decision to rent a room in Washington tied to an energy lobbyist. Ultimately, Pruitt
resigned July 5 as the controversies mounted. Pruitt defended his first-class travel in February by saying it was
for security purposes, citing the "toxic environment" in politics and implying he was less likely to face threats
in a first-class crowd. EPA memos obtained by CNN said that if Pruitt flew coach, the occasional "lashing out
from passengers" could "endanger his life. The two detailed how Pruitt enlisted them for personal tasks,
including attempting to find a job for his wife with the Republican Attorneys General Association, and the
Post report said both aides told the investigators about Pruitt pressing to travel first class or by private plane.
Millan Hupp, a Pruitt staffer, told the House Oversight Committee that she helped search for rental properties
for Pruitt and his wife. Government ethics experts said the rental searches might have clashed with ethics
rules. Hupp resigned in June. The Washington Post, citing a current and former EPA officials, said Pruitt
"routinely" had staff put reservations for him on their credit cards. Pruitt later said he and his wife "love" the
fast-food chain and praised it as "a franchise of faith. The Daily Beast, citing four sources, said Pruitt sent out
staff regularly to pick up snacks for him. House Democrats wrote a letter in June following up on the Rose
Bowl tickets, asking the source of the tickets, the head of a PR firm that represents oil and gas companies, how
the tickets were requested and how many Pruitt had received. The finding contradicted earlier claims by Pruitt
and EPA about his security detail being needed due to threats against him. John Barrasso, the Wyoming
Republican who leads the Senate committee overseeing EPA, has asked Pruitt to provide a list of the agency
email accounts he uses after Senate Democrats said they believe Pruitt uses four email accounts and were
unsure if the agency searches all four accounts when asked to produce public records. EPA is fighting a
lawsuit from Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility that alleges the Pruitt administration is
deliberately avoiding creating written records of meetings and decisions so that there are no documents subject
to leaking or FOIA and that Pruitt "uses phones other than his own to deal with important EPA-related matters
so the calls do not show up in his call logs. Chmielewski told CNN that Pruitt and his aides kept "secret"
calendars and schedules and decided which meetings or calls with industry representatives and others to
include on the publicly available calendar. Lobbyists Pruitt lived for about six months in a Capitol Hill condo
owned by a health care lobbyist whose husband has lobbied EPA, and paid below the market rate, according to
reports by ABC News and Bloomberg. A former deputy chief of staff told congressional investigators the
energy lobbyist, J. CNN has reported that White House officials are exasperated by the housing controversy.
Pruitt told Congress in late April that the booth had not been "certified" as a Sensitive Compartmented
Information Facility, backtracking from his previous testimony, but said that "it does provide protection on
confidential communications. The Atlantic has reported that Pruitt defied the White House to grant the raises.
Multiple senior EPA officials, including a career official and political appointees, were sidelined or demoted
after they raised concerns or pushed back on the amount of money Pruitt has spent as EPA chief on expenses
such as travel as well as his management of the agency, two sources confirmed to CNN. An EPA spokesman
has disputed the claims, calling the employees in question "disgruntled. Pruitt met with a mining company
CEO last year and just hours afterward told his staff to withdraw a plan to protect a watershed in Alaska from
certain mining activities. CNN reported in early March that Pruitt was one of four Cabinet-level officials the
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White House had scolded in February over stories about questionable ethics at their agencies.
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A political scandal is an action or event regarded as morally or legally wrong and causing general public outrage.
Politicians, government officials, party officials, lobbyists can be accused of various illegal, corrupt, or unethical
practices.

Many political analysts would agree that it is how political figures respond in the wake of scandal that
determines how lasting or damaging the situation will be. Whether avoiding an outright denial, an attempted
cover up or poorly executed apology, politicians must be careful about how they manage controversial issues,
especially during a tough campaign. While most political races are not without their varying degrees of
controversy, no situation is more iconic â€” or potentially damaging â€” as the political sex scandal.
Representative Anthony Weiner, whose name has now become synonymous with political sexting scandals.
While Weiner first tried to deny an alleged instance where he posted an explicit photograph of himself to
social media in , he later admitted to the incident and resigned from his seat in Congress. Since then, yet
Weiner was caught in multiple more sexting scandals up until Sept. More recently, high-profile political
scandals have involved issues of state security and international communications, as in the case of former
National Security Advisor Michael Flynn having to resign after misleading key government officials about his
contact with Russian diplomats. Even in the case of the Hillary Clinton email controversy, many political
analysts would argue that her lack of transparency surrounding the issue drove away many potential voters
during the presidential election. From each of these situations, political advisors can learn how vitally
important honesty is to any successful political campaign. This is essential, whether the scandal itself is true or
not. With the widespread use of social networking platforms and the role of the media in politics, handling
scandal is no longer as easy as holding a press conference and moving on. Now, political analysts, voters and
dissenters can dissect every word or action of political candidates, making it more important than ever for
political managers to leverage crisis management techniques and a comprehensive image resolution strategy.
Incorporate crisis management techniques Whether candidates are tied up in a high-profile cover-up or make
an accidental phrasing blunder, the same crisis management techniques can apply. The basic framework of any
crisis management plan involves preparedness before a problem, fast response to limit damages and follow up
to control the situation. To highlight what political advisors should do to manage controversy in their political
campaign, here is advice for before, during and after a scandal: Be proactive Prior to any race getting off the
ground, political advisors must perform a complete risk assessment of their candidate. This process should
identify and analyze any major threats, hazards and potential vulnerabilities. This may include past political or
personal ties to lobbyist groups, organizations or individuals that may come out later during a tough and
contentious race. While there may not be as much cause for concern about controversy in local, lower-profile
races, this is a critical first step for any state or nationwide campaign. Once political teams complete their risk
assessment, they must develop an early warning system based on the detection of these threats. What this
means is that political campaigns must be able to activate their pre-defined or contingency plans based off of
certain information being leaked to the press or public. Even if the situation or issue itself is not controversial,
certain news outlets or running mates may skew the facts to get ahead. Depending on the available resources,
political teams should train their staff on emergency response and stockpile equipment and supplies to support
a contingency plan. Act quickly Immediate action is key to getting ahead of any controversy. Every member
of a political team must be involved in detecting any hint of a crisis through various means. Whether this
involves volunteers monitoring networks and social media channels or public relations officials working with
the media and private sector, acting quickly is important to maintaining control of any difficult situation.
Initial response efforts to a controversy breaking must be coordinated, heavily monitored and easily adaptable
as the story develops or unfolds. With the rise of social media and high-profile blogs, there will be plenty of
opinions and different directions the crisis could take. This is why it is essential for crisis management teams
to be agile and act quickly at any hint of trouble. Handling the scandal should be an all-hands-on-deck kind of
operation, with every team member doing what they can to lessen the fallback from the negative statements,
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event or information. Depending on the severity of the situation, the candidate could give a heartfelt press
conference or choose to address the problem over social media. Behind the scenes, the political team will
engage with the media and voters to not only respond to the controversy, but gauge how the general public
feels about the issue. Crisis management in the heat of the moment is all about acting swiftly and smartly, yet
being willing to change tactics mid-move if need be. For the first step, outright denial of controversy rarely
proves to be effective, as in the case of the previously mentioned political sex scandals. If this is the case,
political advisors should shift the blame to the accuser, highlighting why these statements, involvement, etc.
This act of openness may win over certain voters who value honesty and integrity. Skipping the second step,
political managers should zero in on the next two: To accomplish this, campaigns may approach them from a
variety of angles. For smaller scandals, they may choose to reframe the incident in a more positive light or
acknowledge their shortcomings and commit to doing better in the future. In the case of more controversial
problems, political teams may also get their candidates involved in charities and events with prominent people
or groups who could support them in rebuilding their image. The final step, mortification, should be integrated
into multiple steps of the image resolution process. Voters elect political figures they can trust. Political
managers should make sure that even if their candidates encounter controversial situations, they focus on
apologizing and dedicating the rest of their race to being an honest political option. Political management is a
fast-paced field that is perfect for any individual who loves engaging with the political arena and working with
passionate individuals. From minimizing political scandals to running a successful campaign, there are plenty
of exciting moments along the way. For more details about how an online program can support individuals in
the political sector and want to know how to handle political controversy during a tough campaign, visit
George Washington University online.
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Politicians and sex scandals have a long history behind them together. Willbur Mills Controversy is one such sex
scandal indeed. Mills was a member of House of Representatives with a serving tenure of 18 years from to
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